State Teaching Licensure Regulatory Agencies

Virginia participates in the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification (NASDTEC) Interstate Contract. Randolph College’s Educator Preparation Program (EPP) meets the requirements for licensure in the state of Virginia. However, the College recommends that students contact the appropriate state regulatory agency for help in determining if the Randolph College EPP curriculum meets the requirement for the state where they intend to teach. Some states may have requirements in addition to those required for a Virginia license. Final authority for issuing a teaching license rests with each individual state regulatory agency.

Alabama          Louisiana          Oklahoma
Alaska           Maine             Oregon
Arizona          Maryland           Pennsylvania
Arkansas         Massachusetts      Puerto Rico
California       Michigan           Rhode Island
Colorado         Minnesota          South Carolina
Connecticut      Mississippi       South Dakota
Delaware         Missouri           Tennessee
Washington DC    Montana           Texas
Florida          Nebraska           Utah
Georgia          Nevada            Vermont
Hawaii           New Hampshire      Virgin Islands
Idaho            New Jersey         Virginia
Illinois         New Mexico         Washington
Indiana          New York           West Virginia
Iowa             North Carolina     Wisconsin
Kansas           North Dakota       Wyoming
Kentucky          Ohio